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Using coset diagrams it is shown that for every sufficiently large positive integer 
n, both the alternating group A, and the symmetric group S, are quotients of the 
group G’, ‘. 16s = <A, B, C 1 A3 = B’ = C ‘6s=(AB)2=(BC)2=(CA)2=(ABC)2=1), 
and hence that all but finitely many of the alternating groups A, can be generated 
by elements x and y satisfying the relations x2 = y’= (xv)’ = (.Y-‘~-‘xJI)~ = 1, 
where m = 84. This is the smallest known value of m for which this phenomenon 
occurs. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many years ago Graham Higman proved that for all but finitely many 
positive integers n, the alternating group A, is a Hurwitz group, that is, it 
can be generated by a pair of elements x and y such that x has order 2, 
y has order 3, and xy has order 7. His proof (which he never published) 
involved the use of coset diagrams for the abstract triangle group 
4(2,3,7) = <x, y 1 x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = 1 ), together with a clever technique of 
“pasting” diagrams together in such a way as to produce permutation 
representations of A(2, 3, 7) of the appropriate sort. Refinements and 
generalizations of Higman’s method were subsequently made by this 
author, and published in [2, 31. 
In fact Higman’s original proof shows that all but finitely many A, can 
be generated by elements x and y satisfying the relations x2 = y3 = (xy)’ = 
(xP’yP’xy)“=l, where m=2*x3x5x7x11x13=60060. In a personal 
communication he raised the question: how small can m be made, while 
maintaining this property? He has himself been able to prove it holds when 
m = 1980, using a different way of pasting diagrams together, but even 1980 
seems too large. He said he would be very glad to see a variant of his 
method which gave the result for even one value of m less than 100. 
In this paper we describe one such variant, producing the following: 
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THEOREM. For all but ji‘nitel>, many positive integers n, the alternating 
group A,, can be generated bJ* elements s and y sati$ving .Y’ = y3 = (.YJ~)’ = 
(.u-yxy)84= 1. 
This is proved in Section 3. Of course m = 84 may not be the best 
possible, and indeed it is likely that the property holds for many smaller 
values of m. possibly even 20 or 24. On the other hand, for some small 
values of m it is known that the corresponding abstract group 
~(2, 3, 7; m) = (x, J 1 .x2 = ~1~ = (,u?,)‘= (?cv’J~‘,YJ~)‘“= 1) is either finite or 
so rigid in its structure that it has only certain types of finite homomorphic 
image; a summary of the present state of knowledge about these cases is 
given in Section 2. 
2. THE GROUPS G3’ 7-r 
The abstract group Gp,q,’ may be defined for any positive integers p, q, 
and r, by GPqq9’ = (A,B,Cl AP=Bq=C’=(AB)2=(BC)2=(CA)2= 
(ABC)*= 1). Groups with this sort of presentation were dealt with 
extensively by Coxeter in [4] and subsequent works. He showed, for 
example, that Gp.q*’ is finite whenever the inequality cos(24p) + 
cos(27r/q) + cos(2x/r) < 1 is satisfied, and indeed that in many cases where 
p, q, and r are small, G P.4,’ is isomorphic to a projective linear group of 
small order: either PSL(2, k) or PGL(2, k) for some prime-power k (see 
[4] or [S]). Also, as explained by Coxeter, Gp,q.’ is isomorphic to G”,“.” 
for any rearrangement (u, t’, MI) of the triple (p, q, r), and therefore we lose 
no generality in assuming p < q 6 r. 
By setting x = AB, J = A, and t = BC (in terms of which A = y, 
B= y-lx, and C= xyt), it is easy to show that Gp.q.r has the alternative 
presentation 
GP.q.’ = (x, J’, t 1 x2 = I’” = (xy)” = t’ = (xt)’ = (yt)’ = (xyt)‘= 1 ). 
In particular, if H= (A, B) = (x, I*), then H has index 1 or 2 in Gp,q,’ 
(depending on whether r is odd or even), and if r is even then H is 
isomorphic to the modified triangle group 
4(2, p, q;m)= (x, y ) x2= yP=(~y)q=(~~‘~-‘xy)m= l), 
where m = r/2. 
The case where (p, q) = (3, 7) is of special importance, because in every 
other case where p < 3 and q < 7, the groups GP.qV’ are all finite (by 
Coxeter’s above inequality). Moreover, it gives the smallest positive value 
for the expression f - (l/p + l/q), and it is for this reason that Hurwitz 
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groups play a significant role in the theory of automorphisms of compact 
Riemann surfaces and of regular maps (cf. [ 1, 51). 
In fact even G3,7*r is finite for some small values of r, while on the other 
hand G3V7,84 is not just infinite, but has almost every finite alternating and 
symmetric group as a factor group (as we will see in the next section). The 
situation for other values of r is far from clear, but we can at least 
summarize what is known at present: 
When r < 7 and when r = 10 or 11, the group G3,7,r is of order 1 or 2, 
depending on whether r is odd or even. These cases can be verified easily 
by coset enumeration, using the expert system CAYLEY, for example. 
The group G3’7*8 is isomorphic to PGL(2,7), of order 336. 
The group G3.7.9 . IS isomorphic to PSL(2,8), of order 504. 
The groups G3.7,‘2 and G3,‘,14 are both isomorphic to PGL(2, 13), of 
order 2184. 
The group G3.‘.” is isomorphic to PSL(2, 13), of order 1092. 
The group G 3.7,‘5 is isomorphic to PSL( 2, 29), of order 12180. 
These results are due to Coxeter and Leech, the next one is due to Leech 
and Mennicke (cf. [7]). 
The group G3.‘,16 is a non-split extension of an elementary Abelian 
group of order 64 by the group PGL( 2,7), and has order 21504. 
The group G 3,7,‘7 is trivial-a fact which can also be verified now quite 
easily by coset enumeration. Its collapse was first discovered by John 
McKay and John Conway in the 1960’s at the Atlas Laboratory in Chilton, 
using a program due to M. J. T. Guy. 
The group G 3,7,‘8 is an extension by PSL(2, 8) x C, of a group which is 
in turn a central extension of CZ by a free Abelian group of rank 7. In 
particular, this group is infinite, but its only non-trivial finite quotients are 
extensions by PSL(2, 8) x CZ of certain nilpotent groups (cf. [S]). 
The group G3”,19 has both Janko’s first simple group J1 and the group 
PSL(2, 113) among its homomorphic images, and is likely to be infinite, 
but this is an open question (cf. Higman’s comments in [6]). 
The groups G3.‘.*’ and G3*7,26 are both infinite-as has been shown by 
Graham Higman in a personal communication-but very little else is 
known about these and the other G3.7,r when r B 20. 
3. PRCOF OF THE THEOREM 
In fact what we will show is that for all but finitely many positive 
integers n, both the alternating group A, and the symmetric group S, are 
quotients of G3,7,168, and then in each case A, is the image of the index 2 
subgroup 4(2,3,7; 84). 
Just as in [2], the proof uses coset diagrams for the extended (2, 3,7) 
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( 1 )-handle [a, b] , (2)-handle [a. PI2 
SCHEME 1 
(3)-handle [A, B], 
triangle group Sz = (x, J, t ( .X2 = y3 = (xy)’ = r’ = (xr)’ = (~t)~ = l), 
together with the composition technique attributed to Graham Higman. 
Briefly, a coset diagram for Q depicts a transitive permutation representa- 
tion of 9: fixed points of the generator r’ are denoted by heavy dots, and 
3-cycles of 4’ by triangles whose vertices are permuted anti-clockwise; all 
other edges correspond to 2-cycles of the involutory generator x (with x 
interchanging the endpoints of any such edge); and the action of t is given 
by reflection in a vertical axis of symmetry. If two vertices are both fixed 
by x, and are interchanged by t, and also lie in the same cycle of the 
product xy, then these points are said to form a (k)-handle, where k = 1, 
2, or 3, as drawn in Scheme 1. Next if two diagrams for 52 both contain 
the same type of (k)-handle, they may be joined together to form a new 
diagram for R, by adding two further x-edges, as shown in Scheme 2. This 
is called (k)-composition, for k = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It was shown in 
[2] how the new diagram is truly a coset diagram for 8, and also how the 
cycles of the permutation representing xyt in the new diagram may be 
obtained from those in the two starting diagrams: first, juxtapose the two 
cycles of XJ? ending in the two vertices of one of the new x-edges, to form 
a single cycle, and then either juxtapose the two cycles ending in the 
vertices of the other new x-edge, or, if both these vertices are now in the 
same cycle, split it into two (so the new cycles end in the two vertices 
of the second x-edge), and leave all other cycles of XJJ~ as they were. In a 
similar fashion, it is easy to keep track of the cycles of the permutation 
representing (xq’)’ t. 
For example, if one diagram has a (1)-handle [a, 61, and the other 
has a (1)-handle [a’, 6’]r, and before composition, the cycles of (xJ)’ t 
include (a, c,, c2, . . . . cP) and (b, d,, d2, . . . . d,) and (a’, e,, e2, . . . . e,) and 
SCHEME 2 
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Diagram P: 21 points: l(l), l(3): t odd 
xyt=a(b3B3)(A3)8 
(~y)~t = (a 2 B 2)(b 2 A 2)(C 1 D 3) 3 
SCHEME 3 
(b’, f,, fi, . . . . fS), say, then in the new diagram, (a, c,, c2, . . . . c,, a’, 
el, e2, . . . . e,) and (d,, d,, . . . . d,, 6, Jr, f2, . . . . fs, b’) will be cycles of (x~)~ t, 
all others remaining as they were. 
On the other hand, if the starting diagrams have (2)-handles [a, /?I2 
and [a’, p’12 respectively, so that both a and a’ are fixed by (xY)~ t, and 
before composition the cycles of (x~)~ t include (p, c,, c2, . . . . cP) and 
(Y, d,, d2, . . . . d,, 6, e,, e2. . . . . e,) and (B’, fi, f2, . . . . fu) and (Y’, g,, g2, .-, g,, 
8, h,, h,, . . . . A,,,), say, where the four points y, 6, y’, and 6’ are the pre- 
images under xy of a, /I, a’, and /?’ respectively, then after composition 
[y)‘,r will have cycles (a, a’) and (c,, c2, . . . . cp, /II, fi , f2, . . . . f,, 8’) and 
13 2, . . . . d,, 6, hi, h2, . . . . h,., 11’) and (e,, e,, . . . . e,, y, g,, g,, . . . . g,., 6’), the 
others being the same as before. 
Diagram Q: 22 points: 1 (2): r odd 
xyc=(a lO)(B4)6 
(~y)~t = a@ 4)(y 7 6 7) 
SCHEME 4 
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J 
V 
Diagram R: 28 points: 1 (2): I even 
xyf=(w7)(P8)47 
(sy)‘r = x(/l 2)(y 6 6 3) 13 
SCHEME 5 
b’ a’ +-El- 
Diagram S: 42 points: 3 (1): I even 
xyr =a(6 12) n’(b’ 12) n”(b” 12) 
(.~y)~r = (a 6)(b 6)(a’ 6)(b’ 6)(a” 6)(6” 6) 
SCHEME 6 
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Diagram T: 56 points: 2 (2): I odd 
xyt=(a7a’7)(87j’7)888 
(xy)% = a (/I 2 /I’ 2) a’ (y 5 y’ .5)(h 5 6’ 5) 6 6 6 6 
SCHEME 7 
The same sort of thing works for (3)-composition as well. 
For the argument which follows, we need six basic diagrams, on 21, 22, 
28, 42, 56, and 64 vertices. Each diagram is given a specification (of the 
same sort as used for the diagrams in [2]), consisting of the degree of the 
corresponding permutation representation of Sz, the number and type of 
handles that will be used, the parity of the action of the reflection f, and 
the cycle structures of XJJZ and (q)’ t. In the latter cycles, the positions of 
certain points are specially indicated, in order to facilitate computation of 
the permutations representing xyt and (,YJJ)~ t in composite diagrams. (see 
Schemes 3-8.) 
As an illustration, consider the specification for Diagram U. This one 
means that U depicts a transitive representation of the group 52 on 64 
points, in which t acts as an even permutation. The diagram contains a (l)- 
handle [a, b] , and a (2)-handle [a, /I] 2 ; the element xyt fixes the point a 
and has five cycles on the remaining points: one of length 11 containing 
the point 6, one of length 13 containing the point a, one of length 19 
containing the point p, one of length 8, and one of length 12; and the 
element (xY)~ t fixes the point a and has five cycles on the remaining 
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Diagram U: 64 points: l(l), l(2): t even 
xyl =a (b lO)(a 12)(jI 18) 8 12 
(xy)‘t = (n 16)(b 3 6 15 y  4) a (fi 6) 6 8 
SCHEME 8 
points: one of length 17 containing the point LI, one of length 25 containing 
the points b, 6, and y (with ((xY)~ r)4 taking b to 6, and ( (xY)’ t)t6 taking 
S to y, and ((xJJ)~ t)5 taking 1’ to b), plus one of length 7 containing the 
point b, one of length 6, and one of length 8. 
We now use these six diagrams to manufacture four larger ones: X, Y, 
Z, and W. 
First, diagram X is obtained by taking a single copy of diagram S and 
joining one copy of diagram P to each of its three (1 )-handles, by (1 )-com- 
position. As a result of this, X has 105 vertices, and three (3)-handles, say 
CA, a,, CA’, m, and [A”, B”],, and the reflection t acts as an odd 
permutation. Also the structure of the permutations representing xyt and 
(xY)~ t may be described by 
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xyr = (A 3)(B 20)(A’ 3)(B’ 2O)(A” 3)(B” 20) 2 2 2 8 8 8, and 
(xy)’ r = (A 12)(B 12)(C 1 D 3)(A’ 12)(B’ 12)(C’ 1 D’ 3) 
(A” 12)(B” 12)(C” 1 D” 3) 3 3 3, 
where C, D, C’, D’, C”, and D” are the pre-images under xy of A, B, A’, 
B’, A”, and B”, respectively. Note the length of every cycle of qt is a 
divisor of 168. Moreover, if two copies of this diagram X are joined 
together by (3)~composition, then the only changes to the cycles of xyt will 
be the amalgamation of two cycles of length 4 into a single cycle of length 
8, and of two cycles of length 21 into one of length 42, so that this property 
will be preserved. On the other hand, the only effect of such a join on the 
cycles of (xY)~ I is to amalgamate pairs of cycles of length 13 into cycles of 
length 2Gpoints like C and D remain in cycles of length 6. 
Next, diagram Y is obtained by taking one copy of diagram S and 
joining one copy of diagram P to each of two of its three (1)-handles, 
plus a copy of diagram U to the third (again by (I)-composition), and 
then joining a copy of diagram Q to the free (2)-handle of this copy 
of U. As a result, Y has 170 vertices, and two (3)-handles, say [A, B], and 
[A’, B’13, and again t acts as an odd permutation. This time the structure 
of the permutations representing ~yt and (~y)~ t may be described by 
xyt=(A3)(B20)(A’3)(B’20)2226888 12242424, and 
(xY)~ t = (A 12)(B 12)(C 1 D 3)(A’ 12)(B’ 12) 
(C’ 1 D’ 3) 2 3 3 6 8 12 24 24 24, 
where C, D, c’, and D’ are the pre-images under xy of A, B, A’, and B’, 
respectively. Again note that the length of every cycle of xyt is a divisor of 
168. Also, joining a copy of this diagram Y by (3)-composition to a copy 
of diagram X or another copy of Y has the same sort of effect on the cycles 
of xyr and (xy)’ I as joining two copies of X. 
Diagram 2 is the same as Y, except that instead of diagram Q, a 
copy of diagram R is joined to the free (2)-handle of the single copy of U. 
Accordingly Z has 176 vertices, and two (3)-handles, say [A, B13 and 
CA’, B’l3, and t acts as an even permutation. The structure of the 
permutations representing xyt and (xy)’ t may be described by 
xyt=(A3)(B20)(Af3)(B’20)22247888 12212428, and 
(xY)~ t = (A 12)(B 12)(C 1 D 3)(A’ 12)(B’ 12) 
(C’ 1 D’ 3) 2 3 3 6 8 10 13 20 23 24, 
where C, D, C’, and D’ are the pre-images under xy of A, B, A’, and B’, 
respectively. Once again the length of every cycle of xyt is a divisor of 168, 
a:111 ‘1.3 
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and joining a copy of this diagram Z by (3)-composition to a copy of any 
of diagrams X, Y, or Z has the same sort of effect on the cycles of .x,rt and 
(xJ)~ t as joining together two copies of X. Also, for later use, note that the 
cycle of length 23 in the permutation representing (s~)~ t contains the 
points labelled p and r~ in diagram U, as these are two of the 15 points 
denoted by the “15” in that diagram’s cycle specification. 
The last of the four, diagram W, is like Y as well, except that between 
the single copies of diagrams U and Q, we insert nine copies of diagram T, 
all joined together in a chain, and at the ends to Ii and Q, using (2)-com- 
position. The resulting diagram has 674 vertices, and again two (3)- 
handles, say [A, B13 and [A’, I#‘]), and t acts as an even permutation. The 
cycle specification for xyt is the same as that in the case of diagram Y, 
except that two of the cycles of length 24 are replaced by cycles of length 
168, and a further 27 cycles of length 8 are introduced. In particular, the 
length of every cycle of ,~yt is still a divisor of 168. Similarly, the cycle 
specification for (XJJ)” t may be obtained from the one in the case of 
diagram Y, by replacing the cycle of length 12 by a cycle of length 66, and 
two of the cycles of length 24 by cycles of length 132, and adding a further 
9 cycles of length 2, and 36 cycles of length 6. Also, joining a copy of W 
by (3)-composition to a copy of any of diagrams X, Y, Z, or W has the 
same sort of effect on the cycles of XJV and (XV) t as joining together two 
copies of X. 
Suppose now that n = 105~1 + 674q + 176, where p and q are non-negative 
integers. In fact since 105 and 674 are relatively prime, this expression is 
possible for all but finitely many positive integers n, and certainly for all 
n 2 80000. 
Take p copies of diagram X, and q copies of W, plus one copy of Z, and 
join them together into a chain by (3)-composition, in any order what- 
soever. The resulting diagram has n vertices, and is a coset diagram for the 
group L?. The reflection t acts as an even or odd permutation, depending 
on whether the integer n is even or odd. Also the length of every cycle of 
qt will be a divisor of 168, by the observations made earlier, and so this 
diagram we have constructed actually gives a permutation representation 
of the group (x, y, t ) x2 = y3 = (xy)‘= t2 = (xt)‘= (~lt)‘= (~yt)‘~* = 1 ), 
that is, G3q7.168. 
On the other hand, consider the cycles of (XL’)’ t: these are all of length 
2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 20, 23, 24, 26, 66, or 132, any of length 26 being intro- 
duced as a result of the final part of the construction, and moreover, as 
only one copy of diagram Z is used, there will be only one cycle of length 
23. Each of the numbers listed is a divisor of 34320, except that 23 is not, 
so the element ((xy)’ t)34320 induces a power of the cycle of length 23 fixing 
the remaining n - 23 points. 
Assume for the moment that this representation of G3.7.‘68 is imprimitive 
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on the n points of the diagram. Then the 23 points of the above cycle must 
lie in the same block of imprimitivity, say B, since ((xY)~ t)34320 fixes all the 
other points. Among the points in this cycle are the ones labelled p and e 
from the single copy of diagram U which was used to construct the 
diagram Z, so these are both in B, but clearly x takes p to 0, and p is fixed 
by both the other generators y and t, therefore the block B is preserved by 
all three of x, y, and t. By transitivity, however, this implies 1 BI = n. Hence 
the representation is primitive. 
By Jordan’s Theorem (cf. [9, Theorem 13.91) it now follows that the 
permutation representation is alternating or symmetric of degree n. In 
other words, either A, or S, is a homomorphic image of G3q7.16*. 
Since J’ and +uy both have odd order, they induce even permutations, and 
therefore so does x. Hence if n is even, in which case t also gives an even 
permutation, it is the alternating group A, which is obtained. On the other 
hand, if n is odd, then we obtain the symmetric group S,. In either case, 
A, is the image of (x, v), which is the group 4(2,3,7; 84), of index 2 in 
G3’7.168, and this proves the theorem. 
But further, the procedure outlined above may be repeated, expressing n 
in the form 105~ + 674q + 176 + 170 for suitable p and q, and joining a 
single copy of diagram Y to a chain consisting of p copies of X, q copies 
of W and one copy of Z. The same argument carries through, but this time 
the permutation induced by t is odd when n is even, giving the symmetric 
group, and even when n is odd, giving the alternating group. 
Thus for all sufficiently large n, both A, and S, may be obtained as 
quotients of the group G3-‘.16*. 
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